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IM BACK B*TCHES 

Im  back sloots and this time better than ever. I am so very behind on

celebrity goss and I am sure many of you (especially the ones that live

under a rock) are extremely out of the loop considering this is your only

form of pop culture news.  So, lets not delay this any further and dive right

in. Here we go! 

N EWS L E T T E R

 

 

IS ZIGI A THING AGAIN? PLS NO.....

E! has confirmed that Gigi and Zayn have in

fact gotten back together and that they

rekindled their relationship right before

the holidays in December. This is a VERY

weird flex considering he treated her like

trash and she could date anyone else on

this entire planet??? Don't get me wrong he

is one of the hottest men I have ever laid

eyes on and yes he was my favorite 1D

member, but that does not excuse his

shitty behavior! Hadid and Malik were first

photographed out on the night before his

birthday. They were photographed

alongside Bella and no other than DULA

PEEP (aka dua lipa). A close source has said

that Gigi "has always had a soft spot for

Zayn and they have a lot of history

together." kk,,,, thank you next.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ncfUdhm9JDk
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WINTER LOVE ISLAND 

If you are are a love island STAN then

you must know that there is a WINTER

love island. This could be dangerous

because I should be looking for a job

and not watching this everyday for the

next 2 months but YOLO. The show

aired in the UK already but will be

available to watch on HULU on Jan

20th. If you want to know more about

who is on the show this season and any

other general info on the best show on

television click HERE. 

WHAT IS MEGXIT?

On January 8, Meghan Markle and Prince

Harry (well just Harry now) announced they

would step down as senior members of the

British royal family. So what does this

mean?? For starters Meg and Harry will be

moving to North America and balance their

time between the US and UK. They will also

become financially independent and no

longer receive $$$ from the #kween.

Monarchies are v weird and its unclear if

The Queen was even on board but

considering Harry is no where near

becoming King and Meghan and him were

constantly being harassed in the UK

tabloids this sounds like a GREAT choice.

IS GRIMES PREGNANT WITH A TESLA CYBER TRUCK?

For those of you who are confused on who Grimes

is, she is a Canadian musician who is known for her

out there vibes. She is confusingly dating Elon Musk

and last week she posted a weird and naked

instagram post that was edited to depict a fetus in

her stomach. It is unclear whether or not she is

actually pregnant however, in a comment on the

original photo, Grimes seemed to imply that she is

pregnant: "Being knocked up is a very feral & war-

like state of being. Might as well be what it is," she

wrote. Fingers crossed it isn't real because we all

know that baby will 100p be a robot with cameras

in its eyes.
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https://www.cosmopolitan.com/uk/entertainment/a28077732/winter-love-island-release-date/
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/ellievhall/prince-harry-legal-complaint-mail-sunday-meghan-markle
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FtSd844cI7U&t=1s


TOP LEWKS OF THE WEEK   
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TOP 2 SONG PICKS 

Here are the two songs I listened to

the most this week! I am so pumped

for Mac Millers new album (RIP). He

was almost finished with it before he

died and it was supposed to be a

companion to Swimming. According

to NPR "Good News" is a peek through

the tangled wires and shadowy

crevices of a soul in the process of

healing :(. Tame Impala is also on the

brink of releasing their new album 

The Slow Rush set to release very soon.

Posthumous forgiveness is the first

single off the album. 

GOOD NEWS
MAC MILLER

POSTHUMOUS FORGIVENESS
TAME IMPALA

HARRY STYLESS
(@harrystyles)

 

PEGGY GOU
(@peggygou_)

ALEX WOLFF
(@natandalex)

OSCAR NOMS 

Oscar nominations came out earlier

this week and surprise Greta Gerwig

ISN'T nominated for best director ( a

classic Oscar move and second year in

a row where no women are nominated

in this category BOO). The Joker

earned 11 noms, the most of any film,

and 3 films were close behind with 10

noms: "Once Upon a Time in

Hollywood", war movie "1917" and the

Martin Scorsese film "The Irishman". 

SPECIAL SHOUTOUT: HBD RACH!!!! <3 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FtSd844cI7U&t=1s
https://www.tmz.com/2019/09/05/gigi-hadid-bella-anwar-tyler-c-dua-lipa-yolanda-mother-funeral/

